by the group-measure space construction. Then we construct a family {5Jtfc}fceN of subalgebras of 2JJ n such that !>$£ is spatially isomorphic to 9Kn®C fcn , where C*« is the algebra of scalar operators on the ^-dimensional Hilbert space. It is also shown that, for fc>2, HJliSW** is isomorphic to A (SL (?z, Z)) "', where ^ is the right regular representation of SL(n,Zi) (Theorem 3.2). If 1 (SL (n, Z) ) " is considered as a subalgebra of 9)^ by the natural embedding, then I (SL (n, Z) ) " can be characterized as a fixed point algebra of a certain endomorphism of 90^.
The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professor O. Takenouchi for constant encouragement and helpful suggestions. § 1.
Action of a Semigroup on a Borel Space
In this section, we introduce the notion of an action of a semigroup on a Borel space and study the associated groupoid and its von Neumann algebra. First of all, we establish definitions and notations which will be used in this paper. As for groupoids, we use definitions and notations in [2] (see also [10] ). For a measurable groupoid G, the left (resp. right) unit TT~l (resp. r~Y) of reG is denoted by r(f) (resp. s(f)). The unit space G (0) of G is the Borel space defined by G (0) =r(G), and the set of all composable elements is the Borel space G C2) -{(ft, f 2 ) ^G X G; 5(n)=r(r,)}. We write G y for r~l(y) (y<EG (0) ). Forx,y^G ( (ii)
If c is an element of C, $ c is an inner automorphism of (iii) For b^B, the map @ b is an isometric * -homomorphism of End A (H) into End A (H).
Proof. (i) It is clear by an easy calculation.
(ii) Define a unitary operator U x on H x by
for f<=H, and (x,c')<=G'. 
This implies that
l , y). For the transverse function v of counting measures on G, we set -Ni with x -y, x and y are unitary equivalent. b Since S is a standard Borel space, we may assume that S has a compact metric topology which is compatible with the Borel structure of S. Let C(S) be the C*-algebra of all continuous functions on S. Let {Qi}T=i be a uniformly dense subset of C (5 
Proof, Let U= (U x ) be a unitary element of End^ (//) such that a = AdU. Let 5R< = v(0 6^E ncL 1 CH'))) (i = l,2) and Jl, be a uniformly separable C*-subalgebra of 9Ji which is weakly dense in %. We set o# 2 = v(t/)cJ!iV(t/) *. For .reS, .r^ denotes the representation of Jd on H x defined as above (z = l, 2). The isomorphism of c^ onto tJZ 2 associated with a is also denoted by a. Then we have U x x-JJ x * -x^OC for yi-a.a. x. It follows that, for A-a.a. x, Let (A, B, G, A) be an action of B on S. Throughout this section, we assume that A is unimodular and that jU = A v is a probability measure on S for the transverse function y of counting measures. If this is the case, End,i (H) is finite. In this section, we show that, if an element b of B satisfies a certain condition, then V (0 & (End^ (//))) is spatially isomorphic to v (End^ (H) ) (X)C fc , where C fc is the algebra of scalar operators on the ^-dimensional Hilbert space § fc . 
(i) If jU-b is a measure on S defined by ju-b(E) =^n(Eb~l) for every Borel set E of S, then ju-b is equivalent to pi.
(
ii) If jU-bt' 1 is a measure on Si defined by fi-b t~l (E) =ju(Eb t ) for every Borel set E of S i} then jU-bi~l is equivalent to fa (z = l, •••, (iii)
The equation (ii) This can be proved by the same method as that of the proof of (i). (ii) The projection e belongs to 3^.
Proof.
(i) Let § 0 be the space consisting of all elements which satisfy the condition of (i) . We write U for U b . If xb = yb, then we have, for /"EE §,
(L" (x, y) (Uf) ,) (x, c) = (Uf) v (y, c) = (Uf) x (x,c).
Hence e$g is contained in § 0 . Conversely, let f be an element in § 0 .
For x, y^.S-N f with xb -yb, we have f(x,c) -f(y,c) for all
Fix an integer i with l<[z"<& and define an element g of § by
( (x, c) e G) . Then we have, for (x, c) e G.
On the other hand, we have, for jU-a.a. 
Proof.
For f^_ e$Q, we have and T" are elements of 5R 5 such that T' e = T" e = T 9 then we have T' = 0(T(X)/)0~1 = T /x . This means that the map T'H-»T' e is an isomorphism of % onto ($« 6 ) e . Therefore the map T^I^CT®/)^1 is an isomorphism of (%) e (X)C fc onto 5R 6 . Q.E.D.
From the above proof, it is also shown that the central support of e is /. and Corollary 2. 9. We will show the statements of (iii) and (iv) .
For &eN, we write k instead of kl. Since y belongs to [.r]z, we have xl -ylc (mod Z n ) for some c^C.
We may suppose that the stability subgroup of x in C is trivial. Then c is a unit element and we have xl = yl (mod Z n ) . Thus we have l/k -1 (modZ).
( Q.E.D.
For £€EN, we set 5W;. 0 = n K,iSWJ* and G n -(*°°) = Ui°LiG»-(*') -Jt is clear that $Jc£oo is a finite von Neumann algebra and that G n -(k°°) is a measurable groupoid whose Borel structure is standard. For (x, y) ^G n • (k°°) 9 (x, y) . Therefore L^0 0 is well-defined. By Proposition Q.E.D.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the above proof. 
